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Electronic windows

DAVID PETTIJOHN
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

A circuit is described which allows the definition of target zones or windows for use in motor
coordination experiments. The outputs of the circuit are logic levels and pulses which can be used to
automate the experiments.

As part of our studies on motor coordination, we
are w,ing a paradigm that requires a monkey to
position its arm or turn its head so that it is located
within a target zone. These target zones, or windows,
are dclined electronically.

A typical experimental situation is shown in
Figure I. A shaft. attached to the monkey's head via
screws. allows thc monkey's head to rotate in the
horizontal plane only. The rotation of the head is
measured by means of a potentiometer coupled to the
shaft. Small lamps are set in front of the monkey
along an arc of I m radius centered at the monkey's
head. The monkey is trained to turn its head so that it
is aligned \\ith whichever lamp is on. The monkey is
IT\\ardcd with water if it positions its head in a target
zone and holds it there for I sec within the 2-sec trial.

A sehclllatic of the geometry of the experiment is
ShOll n in Figure 2; the window circuit diagram is
sholln in Figure 3. The position of the lamp defines
the center of the window: the width of the window is
controlled independently.

Operat ion of the circu it is as follows: With the head
lixture turned to face a lamp. the NULL
potentiometer is set so that the output. Va, of the
sUlllllling amplilier. A!. is equal to 0 V. In general,

YHEAD is the voltage from the head potentiometer.!
II' the animal's head is on one side of the lamp, Va will
be negative; on the other side. Va will be positive. The
width of the angle about the lamp, i.e., the width of
the window, is set by the WIDTH potentiometer and
the imerting amplitier. A2• The voltage from this
potentiometer and its negative (±V B) are applied to
;1I1 input of 30lA amplifiers used as comparators.
These voltages provide the boundaries of a voltage
Ilindow with 0 Vas the center. When Va = ±VB, the
appropriate comparator will change state. and the
transition is detected.

When the monkey turns his head toward the light,
as the head enters the window. the head potentio-
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FIG. 1

meter voltage crosses one of the boundary voltages,
VB, and a voltage transition occurs at the output of a
comparator. A 5.1-V Zener diode connected to
compensation Pin 8 of the 301A constrains the com
parator output to 0 +-+ 4 V (National Semiconductor
Corp .. 1973), which is compatible with most digital
circuits. The 7486 Exclusive-OR network produces
a negative-going voltage spike (Electronic Design,
IY74) for each comparator transition. Thus, a spike is
generated whenever the animal's head crosses a
\\indow boundary. This spike is used to trigger
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recognition circuits, such as flip-flops (memory) and
one-shots (timing intervals).

In the circuit of Figure 3, the spike outputs of both
boundary comparators are ANDed together to trigger
a ~4123 one-shot whenever a boundary is crossed.
When it is triggered. Rand C are chosen such that its
output changes from LO to HI for 140 nsec. (This
interval is required for a PDP-I 1140 computer input
recognition.) The one-shot output. called BDRY
Xl~G. is input to a PDP-ll/40 computer as an
interrupt signal.

Additionally. a unique logical state exists when the
head is within the window; the output of both
boundary comparators is HI in this case. In Figure 2,

Table I
Integrated Circuits for Electronic Windows

(Manufactured by Any Major Supplier)

310 Voltage follower (National Semiconductor)
30IA High-performance general-purpose operational ampli

fier (Motorola)
7486 Medium-speed TTL quad two-input 1:.\c1usive-0R

gates (Texas Instruments)
7406 Medium-speed TTL quad two-input AND gates (Te\as

Instruments)
74123 Medium-speed TTL dual monostable multivibrator

(Texas Instruments)

these outputs arc ANDed to provide an "IN
WIN DOW" bit. which is also input to the computer
as data. The circuit provides the precise points at
which the animal's head entered or left a window in
the experiment. as well as the time that the animal
stayed in the window.

We use three electronic windows in our
computer-to-laboratory interface system. 2 In other
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FIG. 3

angular or rotating contexts, such as arm pointing,
mentioned earlier, a monkey's arm is held in a fixture
which is free to rotate in a plane; when the lamp is
lighted, the monkey is trained to point at the light by
turning the arm fixture to the light.

With respect to components, 310 voltage followers
are used to present low-impedance sources to the
summing and width amplifiers. 301A amplifiers are
used because they are an inexpensive high-quality
circuit with the added benefit of allowing access to the
compensation terminals (pins 1 and 8). This feature is
exploited in the logic-output comparators. and can be
used to effect minor-loop feedback compensation for
tailoring the frequency response of the amplifier.
With 30 pF capacitor compensation. performance is
similar to a 741-type operational amplitier. Table 1
gives a parts list for the window circuit. Approximate
cost is less than $40. In fact. 310 voltage followers are
relatively more expensi"e due to their extended

bandwidth capability. 741 or 301A operational
amplifiers contigured as unity-gain followers would be
acceptable.
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NOTES

I. The potentiometer resistances should generally be greater than
10 kQ for small power consumption. Thc exact choice depcnds on
the arc of travel and the sensitivity requ ired" We use linear. 1O-turn.
5"\) tokranc'e potentiometers for NULL and WIDTH.

2. A paper deserihing the eomputcr-Iahoratory interfac'C svstem
is in progrcss.

(Rec"cived for publication Fchruan 17" 1475:
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